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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Prior MR imaging studies, primarily at 1.5T, established hippocampal atrophy as a biomarker for Alzheimer
disease. 3T MR imaging offers a higher contrast and signal-to-noise ratio, yet distortions and intensity uniformity are harder to control. We
applied our automated hippocampal segmentation technique to 1.5T and 3T MR imaging data, to determine whether hippocampal atrophy
detection was enhanced at 3T.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We analyzed baseline MR imaging data from 166 subjects from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative-1 (37 with Alzheimer disease, 76 with mild cognitive impairment, and 53 healthy controls) scanned at 1.5T and 3T. Using multiple
linear regression, we analyzed the effect of clinical diagnosis on hippocampal radial distance, while adjusting for sex. 3D statistical maps
were adjusted for multiple comparisons by using permutation-based statistics at a threshold of P � .01.

RESULTS: Bilaterally significant radial distance differences in the areas corresponding to the cornu ammonis 1, cornu ammonis 2, and
subiculum were detected for Alzheimer disease versus healthy controls and mild cognitive impairment versus healthy controls at 1.5T and
more profoundly at 3T. Comparison of Alzheimer disease with mild cognitive impairment did not reveal significant differences at either
field strength. Subjects who converted from mild cognitive impairment to Alzheimer disease within 3 years of the baseline scan versus
nonconverters showed significant differences in the area corresponding to cornu ammonis 1 of the right hippocampus at 3T but not at 1.5T.

CONCLUSIONS: While hippocampal atrophy patterns in diagnostic comparisons were similar at 1.5T and 3T, 3T showed a superior
signal-to-noise ratio and detected atrophy with greater effect size compared with 1.5T.

ABBREVIATIONS: AD � Alzheimer disease; ADNI � Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; CA � cornu ammonis; CDR � Clinical Dementia Rating; MCI �
mild cognitive impairment; MMSE � Mini-Mental State Examination; NC � healthy control

Alzheimer disease (AD), the most common form of dementia

in the elderly, is characterized by progressive cognitive and

functional decline. AD is increasingly recognized as one of the

most important medical problems facing society today. In the

United States alone, approximately 5.2 million people have AD.

This number is predicted to rise to 13.8 million by 2050.1 World-

wide, an estimated 35.6 million people lived with dementia in

2010. The worldwide prevalence is expected to reach 65.7 million

diagnosed cases in 2030, and 115.4 million, in 2050.2

At the tail end of the cognitive spectrum, AD is often preceded

by mild cognitive impairment (MCI), an intermediate stage be-

tween normal aging and dementia. Patients with MCI show a

milder degree of cognitive impairment and preserved ability for

day-to-day activities.3 Patients with MCI are at an increased risk
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for developing AD. Identifying patients during this prodromal

stage allows early interventions. Noninvasive biomarkers for de-

tecting prodromal AD are greatly needed.4

Hippocampal atrophy is the most established structural AD

imaging biomarker to date. Hippocampal volume shrinkage is

associated with AD-like postmortem hippocampal neuronal

loss5,6 and neurofibrillary tangle deposition.7 Atrophy of the

cornu ammonis (CA) 1 subfield is characteristic of both AD and

MCI.8-11 Greater involvement of CA1 is a risk factor for conver-

sion from MCI to AD.9,10

High-resolution MR imaging has helped us visualize subtle

anatomic changes in the brain in the initial stages of disease.12,13

State-of-the-art analytic techniques helped us identify, quantify,

and track AD-associated atrophy with great precision. The hip-

pocampus, an area involved early in AD, has been studied via

visual rating scales,14-16 regional volumetric analysis,10,11,17-19

and shape-deformation methods.9,20-23 The early studies have

used 1.5T, and some of the recent ones have used higher magnetic

field strengths. Few studies have compared atrophy detection be-

tween 1.5T and 3T field-strength scans.24-27 One tensor-based

morphometry whole-brain study reported that analyses of 1.5T

and 3T Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) data

from the same subjects did not differ statistically in detecting neu-

rodegenerative changes during 12 months.26 Hippocampal vol-

umes extracted from the same study cohort at 1.5T and 3T

showed only 3.2% test-retest variability.25 Similar results were

reported for manual segmentations in 8 healthy subjects with 1.5T

and 3T scans in an epilepsy study.28

Using the ADNI-1 dataset, we sought to directly compare 1.5T

and 3T segmentations and to determine how well each magnetic

field strength detects anatomic differences between subjects who

are cognitively healthy (NC) or have MCI and AD as well as be-

tween subjects with MCI who converted from MCI to AD in 3

years (MCI converters) and those who did not (MCI nonconvert-

ers). Although distortions and intensity uniformity may be more

difficult to control at 3T, 3T MR imaging offers higher contrast

and signal-to-noise ratio. We hypothesized that higher field MR

imaging will offer greater power to detect hippocampal atrophy in

the cognitive spectrum from normal aging to AD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
ADNI-129-32 is a longitudinal multisite observational study,

which started in 2004 and collected cognitive, imaging, and bio-

marker data from 200 NC subjects, 400 with MCI, and 200 with

AD. The goals of ADNI are to determine relationships among

clinical, cognitive, imaging, genetic, and biochemical biomarkers

as AD evolves from normal aging to MCI to dementia, to discover

biomarkers sensitive to early diagnosis, to establish standardized

methods for imaging/biomarker collection, and to conduct re-

search on methodologies that could lower the costs of clinical

trials.

Our sample consisted of the 187 (22%) of the 842 subjects in

ADNI-1 who underwent both 1.5T and 3T MR imaging. 1.5T and

3T brain baseline MR images and their associated clinical data

were downloaded from the ADNI public data base (http://

adni.loni.usc.edu). The cognitive variables we used to clinically

characterize the research cohorts are the global Clinical Dementia

Rating (CDR), sum-of-boxes Clinical Dementia Rating,33,34 and

the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE).35,36 These are the 3

most commonly used global scales to gauge disease severity. The

global CDR reflects the overall severity of dementia in which

global CDR scores of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3, indicate no cognitive

decline, questionable cognitive decline, and very mild, mild,

moderate, or severe dementia, respectively. The sum-of-boxes

Clinical Dementia Rating ranges from 0 to 18 and reflects clinical

deterioration in memory, orientation, judgment and problem

solving, community affairs, home and hobbies, and personal care.

The MMSE is a 30-point global cognitive screening instrument

that evaluates orientation, registration, attention, calculation, re-

call, and language. All patients with AD met the National Institute

of Neurological Disorders and Stroke/Alzheimer’s Disease and

Related Disorders Association criteria for probable AD.37 Sub-

jects with MCI met the criteria of Petersen et al for MCI.3 Our

MCI converter-versus-nonconverter analyses included only sub-

jects with follow-up data for 36 months after baseline (36 were

MCI converters, and 31 were MCI nonconverters).

Imaging Data Collection, Image Preprocessing, and
Analysis
We acquired 1.5T and 3T scans analyzed in this study from 31

ADNI-1 sites on scanners from 3 MR imaging vendors (GE

Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Philips Healthcare, Best, the

Netherlands; or Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a standard-

ized protocol developed to evaluate 3D T1-weighted sequences

for morphometric analyses (http://adni.loni.usc.edu/methods/

documents/mri-protocols/).31,38 Participants with structural

abnormalities such as hemispheric infarctions, white matter

ischemic changes, and focal lesions were excluded from partic-

ipation.31 Of the 187 subjects who were imaged at both 1.5T and

3T, 111 (59%) subjects were scanned on GE Healthcare, 24 (13%)

on a Phillips Healthcare, and 52 (28%) on Siemens 1.5T scanners.

At 3T, 29 (15%) subjects were scanned on GE Healthcare, 50

(27%) were scanned on Phillips Healthcare, and 108 (58%), on

Siemens scanners.

The 1.5T and 3T scanning protocols used a 3D sagittal volu-

metric sequence. The typical 1.5T acquisition parameters were

TR � 2400 ms, minimum full TE, TI � 1000 ms, flip angle � 8°,

FOV � 24 cm, with a 256 � 256 � 170 acquisition matrix in the

x-, y-, and z-dimensions, yielding a voxel size of 1.25 � 1.25 � 1.2

mm3. For 3T scans, the typical parameters were a TR � 2300 ms,

minimum full TE, TI � 900 ms, flip angle � 8°, FOV � 26 cm,

with a 256 � 256 � 170 acquisition matrix in the x-, y-, and

z-dimensions, yielding a voxel size of 1.0 � 1.0 � 1.2 mm3. The 3T

protocol included an increased receiver bandwidth to compen-

sate for the increase in chemical shift and susceptibility artifacts.31

For a detailed description of the acquisition parameters for the

various scanner manufacturers, please see Jack et al (2008).31

The ADNI MR imaging core at the Mayo Clinic preprocessed

the data by using Gradwarp (GE Healthcare) for correction of

geometric distortion due to gradient nonlinearity,39 “B1-correc-

tion” for adjusting image intensity inhomogeneity,31 “N3” bias

field correction for reducing residual intensity inhomogeneity,40

and geometric scaling for adjusting scanner- and session-specific
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calibration errors.31 The raw and preprocessed data are stored at

the Laboratory of Neuroimaging at the University of Southern

California and are available to the general scientific community

for download (http://adni.loni.usc.edu).

MR images were automatically registered by using a 9-param-

eter transformation to the ICBM53 template.41 The images were

resampled in an isotropic space of 220 voxels along x-, y- and

z-axes with a final voxel size of 1 mm3.

For each field strength, a minimal deformation target was con-

structed from 9-parameter linearly aligned scans.42 The minimal

deformation target is an unbiased average template image created

to represent common features for a group of subjects. This helps

to reduce bias by using a template that deviates least from the

anatomy of the subjects and to improve statistical power by using

a customized template. For this study, 1.5T and 3T baseline scans

were nonlinearly aligned to the minimal deformation target de-

veloped from 1.5T and 3T images of the NC group.

Two experienced raters manually traced the hippocampal for-

mations of 21 randomly selected subjects (7 NCs, 7 with MCI, and

7 with AD) at 1.5T and 3T by using our in-house hippocampal

tracing protocol43 (intrarater reliability, Cronbach � � 0.97; in-

terrater reliability, Cronbach � � 0.9). Traces included the hip-

pocampus proper, dentate gyrus, and subiculum as previously

described.44 Tracers were blinded to subject demographics, diag-

nosis, and the study objective. Anatomic landmarks were fol-

lowed in all 3 orthogonal viewing planes by using interactive seg-

mentation software. The hippocampi were traced on contiguous

coronal sections following a detailed well-established protocol

with high intra- and interrater reliability.45 When boundaries

were ambiguous, standard neuroanatomic atlases were con-

sulted.46,47 Traces included the whole hippocampal head, body,

and tail.

Hippocampal segmentation used AdaBoost, our automated

machine-learning hippocampal segmentation algorithm, based

on a statistical method called “Adaptive Boosting.”48 The tech-

nique has been previously described in detail in several publica-

tions.49,50 Briefly, AdaBoost uses a training set (ie, a small number

of representative images) to develop classification rules for hip-

pocampal-versus-nonhippocampal tissue. Our training set for

this study consisted of 21 subjects, 7 NCs, 7 with MCI, and 7 with

AD, who were scanned at both 1.5T and 3T. AdaBoost analyzes

the specific feature information contained in the positive and neg-

ative voxels (ie, those belonging and not belonging to the struc-

ture of interest) of the training dataset and develops segmentation

rules based on the optimal combination of features. AdaBoost

uses �18,000 local features, such as image gradients, local curva-

ture of image interfaces, tissue classification as gray or white mat-

ter, and statistical information on the likely stereotaxic position of

the hippocampus. In the training phase, the algorithm applies

mathematic approaches from the fields of machine learning and

computer vision51 to estimate the optimal weighting of these fea-

tures in a mathematic formula that computes the probability of

any given voxel for being inside the hippocampus. AdaBoost per-

formance has been previously validated and has been found to

agree with human raters as well as human raters agree with each

other (ie, similar to interrater reliability).49 After statistical rules

for hippocampal segmentation are developed, the algorithm is

tested in a training set and then applied to the full sample. All

segmentations were visually inspected to make sure they appro-

priately captured the hippocampal anatomy at the given magnetic

field strength.

We used an anatomic mesh modeling method called “hip-

pocampal radial distance”44 to match equivalent hippocampal

surface points, obtained from the AdaBoost hippocampal seg-

mentations, across subjects. To match the digitized points repre-

senting the hippocampus surface traces in each brain volume, we

made the AdaBoost contours spatially uniform by modeling them

as a 3D parametric surface mesh.44 This procedure allows statis-

tical comparisons in 3D and averaging of hippocampal surface

morphology across all individuals belonging to a group. Next, to

assess the pattern of regional hippocampal atrophy, a medial core,

threading down the center of the hippocampus, was computed for

each individual. Radial distance was assessed by measuring the

distances from the hippocampal surface points to the medial core

of the individual’s hippocampal surface model.44 Change in radial

distance with time can, therefore, capture localized atrophy. This

methodology assures that all hippocampal surfaces are repre-

sented by using the same parametric mesh structure. This allows

corresponding surface traces and the associated distance mea-

sures to be matched across subjects and/or time and averaged

across diagnostic groups. Distance fields indexing local expan-

sions or contractions in hippocampal surface morphology can

thus be compared statistically between groups.

An ROI was drawn over the lateral hippocampal surface (ie,

the area corresponding to CA1) on the 3D hippocampal radial

distance model, and the CA1 mean radial distance was computed

for each subject at both 1.5T and 3T.

Statistical Methods
We used ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni correction for multi-

ple comparisons to examine between-group diagnostic differ-

ences in age, education, MMSE, CDR, and sum-of-boxes Clinical

Dementia Rating. A �2 test was used to determine differences in

sex distribution.

The effect of diagnosis on hippocampal radial distance was

studied by using linear regression while correcting for demo-

graphic variables that showed significant between-group dif-

ferences. Our 3D statistical maps were adjusted for multiple

comparisons by using permutation-based statistics with a

threshold of P � .01. A Student t test was performed for the

direct comparison of 1.5T- and 3T-derived radial distance in

each diagnostic group.

The observed CA1 regional differences between MCI convert-

ers and nonconverters at 3T but not at 1.5T (see “Results”) were

further examined by using receiver operating characteristic

curves. We studied how well the mean CA1 radial distance (in

millimeters) discriminated between MCI converters and noncon-

verters at 3T and 1.5T. We used the Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon test

for independent paired samples to statistically compare the sum

of the ranks for the mean CA1 radial distance at 1.5T versus 3T

and the DeLong partial area under the curve test to statistically

compare the area under the curve of the 2 receiver operating char-

acteristic curves.
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RESULTS
Demographics
Twenty-one 3T MR imaging scans failed the automated hip-

pocampal segmentation process and were excluded from further

analyses. Thus, our final sample consisted of 166 subjects in

ADNI-1 (53 NCs, 76 with MCI, and 37 with AD). Demographic

data are shown in the Table. Differences in sex distribution were

found (P � .002), with the MCI group having significantly more

men than women compared with the NC and AD groups. Sex was

included as a covariate in the radial distance multiple regression

model. As expected, the NC group had the highest MMSE score

(29.3 � 0.9) compared with MCI (26.8 � 1.9) and AD groups

(23.3 � 2.1) (P � .0001). NC had the lowest CDR global score

(0 � 0), followed by MCI (0.50 � 0) and AD (0.69 � 0.25) (P �

.0001). The sum-of-boxes Clinical Dementia Rating followed a

similar trend: NC (1.0 � 0.2), MCI (2.8 � 1.0), and AD (5.1 �

1.5) (P � .0001).

Hippocampal Regional Volume Differences
Predictably, NC had the largest hippocampal volumes, and the

AD group had the smallest (Table). Mean hippocampal volumes

at 1.5T were significantly different among NC, MCI, and AD both

on the left and the right (ANOVA, P � .0001). Between-group

differences after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons

were significant for NC versus MCI (left and right, P � .0001) and

NC versus AD (left and right, P � .0001), but they were not sig-

nificant when comparing MCI with AD (left, P � l; right, P � .77).

3T-derived left hippocampal volumes showed significant differ-

ences among NC, MCI, and AD (ANOVA, P � .0001). 3T-derived

hippocampal volumes were significantly different between NC

and MCI (left and right, P � .0001) and NC and AD (left and

right, P � .0001) but not between MCI versus AD (left, P � .90;

right, P � .71).

We used a paired-samples t test to directly compare 1.5T ver-

sus 3T hippocampal volumes. In the pooled sample, we observed

significantly larger right (P � .03) but not left (P � .50) hip-

pocampal volumes at 3T compared with 1.5T. The intraclass cor-

relation coefficient between 1.5T and 3T volumes was 0.89, and

the absolute mean volumetric difference was 1.8%. Within diag-

nostic groups, significant volumetric differences were seen in the

NC group on the right (right, P � .04; left, P � .43) but not in the

MCI (right, P � .20; left, P � .43) or AD groups (right, P � .42;

left, P � .40).

Surface-Mapping Atrophy Patterns
Bilaterally significant atrophy in the CA1, CA2, and subiculum

regions was detected for AD versus NC at both field strengths but

was more extensive at 3T (1.5T: left Pcorrected � .0015, right

Pcorrected � .0015; 3T: left Pcorrected � .0001, right Pcorrected �

.0001; Fig 1). The pattern of atrophy seen in MCI compared with

NC was similar and was similarly more extensive at 3T (1.5T: left

Pcorrected � .0019, right Pcorrected � .0020; 3T: left Pcorrected �

.0008, right Pcorrected � .0001). No significant differences in radial

distance between AD and MCI were found (1.5T: left Pcorrected �

.49, right Pcorrected � 1.0; 3T: left Pcorrected � .31, right Pcorrected �

.65).

The hippocampal radial distance of MCI converters versus

MCI nonconverters was not significantly different at 1.5T (left

Pcorrected � .80, right Pcorrected � .74), yet at 3T, we observed

differences in the CA1 radial distance that were significant on the

right (right Pcorrected � .01) and trend-significant on the left (left

Pcorrected � .06, Fig 2). Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon comparison of

mean CA1 radial distance between MCI converters and noncon-

verters showed significant differences at 3T (P � .003) and trend-

significance at 1.5T (P � .098).

The receiver operating characteristic analyses examining the

ability of mean CA1 radial distance to discriminate MCI convert-

ers and nonconverters resulted in an area under the curve of 0.62

at 1.5T and 0.71 at 3T (Fig 3). While the absolute difference in the

area under the curve between the 2 field strengths (� area under

the curve � 0.09) was relatively large, it was not statistically sig-

nificant (DeLong test, Z � 1.5361, P � .125).

DISCUSSION
The bilateral atrophy in the CA1, CA2, and subiculum regions for

NC versus AD and NC versus MCI in this present study agrees

with findings in prior studies.9-11,20,52-54 At 3T, MCI converters

versus nonconverters presented significant hippocampal atrophy

along the lateral and medial edges of the hippocampus corre-

sponding to the CA1 and subicular regions—in concurrence with

prior reports by our group based on independent samples.10

To date, several groups have compared the performance of

1.5T with 3T for detecting brain atrophy. In a strictly signal-to-

noise comparison study, Fushimi et al24 reported no significant

differences in signal-to-noise ratios between 1.5T and 3T in mul-

tisection images with a 0-mm gap. Applying tensor brain mor-

phometry and Structural Image Evaluation Using Normalization

Demographic characteristics for the diagnostic-comparisons study
Variable NC (n = 53)a MCI (n = 76)a AD (n = 37)a P Value

Age (yr) 75.4 � 4.7 (60–87) 75.2 � 8.2 (55–88) 74.1 � 8.7 (57–91) .671
Education (yr) 16.1 � 2.8 (7–20) 15.9 � 3.2 (6–20) 14.6 � 3.2 (7–20) .055
Sex, M/F 18:35 47:29 13:24 .002b

MMSE 29.3 � 0.9 (26–30) 26.8 � 1.9 (23–30) 23.3 � 2.1 (20–27) �.0001b

CDR global 0 � 0 (0) 0.50 � 0 (1) 0.69 � 0.25 (1) �.0001b

CDR sum of boxes 1.0 � 0.2 (1–2) 2.8 � 1.0 (2–6) 5.1 � 1.5 (3–9) �.0001b

1.5T Left hippocampus (mm3) 3859 � 436 (2707–4730) 3335 � 588 (1730–4827) 3242 � 615 (1573–4302) �.0001b

1.5T Right hippocampus (mm3) 3734 � 591 (2114–5441) 3254 � 641 (850–4796) 3110 � 668 (613–4814) �.0001b

3T Left hippocampus (mm3) 3897 � 758 (408–5087) 3259 � 601 (1627–4697) 3123 � 598 (2013–4437) �.0001b

3T Right hippocampus (mm3) 3981 � 612 (1468–5158) 3389 � 638 (1800–5053) 3237 � 672 (1873–4577) �.0001b

a Data are means and ranges.
b Significant.
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of Atrophy algorithms to ADNI-1 1.5T and 3T data, Ho et al26

reported no significant advantage of 3T over 1.5T for detecting

1-year whole-brain atrophy rates. Perhaps most importantly, 2

groups compared the performance of their automated multiatlas

hippocampal segmentation techniques at 1.5T and 3T in small

samples derived from ADNI-1. Lötjönen et al25 used a sample

consisting of 10 NCs, 10 subjects with MCI, and 10 subjects with

AD and reported an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.98 and

FIG 1. 3D statistical maps of diagnostic comparisons by using 1.5T and 3T. Red and white areas in the significance maps correspond to P � .05.

FIG 2. 3D statistical maps for MCI converters versus nonconverters at 1.5T and 3T.
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an absolute volumetric difference between 1.5T and 3T of 3.2%.

Macdonald et al,27 by using 18 subjects with AD and 18 NCs from

ADNI-1, reported an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.97 be-

tween 1.5T and 3T hippocampi segmented with their hippocam-

pal multiatlas propagation and segmentation algorithm. Here by

using 166 subjects with ADNI-1 imaged at 1.5T and 3T, we report

an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.89 and a mean volumetric

difference between 1.5T and 3T measurements across the sample

of 1.8%. In addition, here we reveal that 3T seems to show an

advantage in detecting subtle region-specific morphometric

changes over 1.5T.

The strengths of this study include the large sample size from

many ADNI sites across the country, standardized MR imaging

protocol, systematic postacquisition analysis, and quality control

of phantom-based monitoring of all scanners. Some limitations

resulted from the susceptibility-induced geometric distortion and

signal losses, which could increase noise, especially in the tempo-

ral lobe regions at 3T. Additionally, higher field-strength imaging

is more susceptible to chemical shift artifacts.55,56 Despite these

limitations, 3T proved superior to 1.5T for shape analysis and

between-group comparisons.

For this study, we had access to only 1.5T and 3T data. It is

possible that even higher magnetic field57,58 strengths such as 7T

or 11T may reveal finer scale features and provide superior power

for detecting between-group differences. The future directions of

this study include conducting longitudinal analyses to show the

progressive atrophy that occurs with the disease with time.

CONCLUSIONS
Our 1.5T and 3T hippocampal volumes obtained after automated

segmentation with the AdaBoost algorithm were not significantly

different between MCI and AD but were significant in NC versus

MCI and NC versus AD, with the 3T segmentations resulting in

larger mean hippocampal volumes in the NC group. This difference

could potentially be explained by the larger CSF pool around the

hippocampal formation in subjects with atrophy, which provides

good contrast for hippocampal versus extrahippocampal tissue dis-

criminability even at 1.5T—this provides a comparable segmenta-

tion in MCI and AD but not in NCs who

lack large CSF pools surrounding the hip-

pocampus in the temporal horn. Our data

suggest that 3T images, with their higher

contrast and higher signal-to-noise ratio,

may enhance the topographic localization

of atrophy.
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oping new treatments and to monitor their effectiveness, as well as

lessen the time and cost of clinical trials.

The Principal Investigator of this initiative is Michael W.

Weiner, MD, VA Medical Center and University of California,

San Francisco. The ADNI is the result of effort of many coinves-

tigators from a broad range of academic institutions and private

corporations, and subjects have been recruited from �50 sites

across the United States and Canada. The initial goal of ADNI was

to recruit 800 subjects, but ADNI has been followed by ADNI–

Grand Opportunity and ADNI-2. To date, these 3 protocols have

recruited �1500 adults, 55–90 years of age, to participate in the

research, consisting of cognitively healthy older individuals, those

with early or late MCI, and those with early AD. The follow-up

duration of each group is specified in the protocols for ADNI-1,

ADNI-2, and ADNI–Grand Opportunity. Subjects originally re-

cruited for ADNI-1 and ADNI–Grand Opportunity had the op-

tion of being followed in ADNI-2. For up-to-date information,

see www.adni-info.org.

Data collection and sharing for this project were funded by the

Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (National Institutes

of Health Grant U01 AG024904) and the Department of Defense

ADNI (Department of Defense award number W81XWH-12–2–

0012). ADNI is funded by the National Institute on Aging, the

National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering,

and through generous contributions from the following: Alzhei-

FIG 3. Receiver operator characteristic curves of the ability of mean CA1 radial distance to
differentiate between MCI converters versus nonconverters at 1.5T and 3T. AUC indicates area
under the curve.
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mer’s Association; Alzheimer’s Drug Discovery Foundation; Bio-

Clinica; Biogen Idec; Bristol-Myers Squibb; Eisai; Elan Pharma-

ceuticals; Eli Lilly; F. Hoffmann-La Roche and its affiliated

company Genentech; GE Healthcare; Innogenetics; IXICO; Jans-

sen Alzheimer Immunotherapy Research & Development; John-

son & Johnson Pharmaceutical Research & Development; Med-

pace; Merck & Co; Meso Scale Diagnostics; NeuroRx Research;

Novartis Pharmaceuticals; Pfizer; Piramal Imaging; Servier; Sy-

narc; and Takeda Pharmaceutical. The Canadian Institutes of

Health Research is providing funds to support ADNI clinical sites

in Canada. Private sector contributions are facilitated by the

Foundation for the National Institutes of Health (www.fnih.org).

The grantee organization is the Northern California Institute for

Research and Education, and the study is coordinated by the Alz-

heimer’s Disease Cooperative Study at the University of Califor-

nia, San Diego. ADNI data are disseminated by the Laboratory for

Neuro Imaging at the University of Southern California.
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